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E-1 Any discretionary project with impacts to sensitive resources such 
as biological and MSCP resources would require subsequent 
environmental review in accordance with all City regulations and 
policies including the Environmentally Sensitive Lands (ESL) 
Regulations of the City’s Land Development Code, the MSCP 
Subarea Plan, the Development Services Department’s 
Significance Determination Thresholds, and Biology Guidelines. 

 
E-2 Language has been added to the PEIR under MSCP obligations to 

include: 
1. Preparation and Implementation of Area Specific Management 

Directives (ASMDs).   
2. Ensure development project compliance with the species 

specific conditions contained on Table 3-5 of the MSCP 
Subarea Plan.   

3. Management of lands conserved under the MSCP in 
accordance with the MSCP Subarea Plan and Implementing 
Agreement (IA). 

 
E-3 Specific projects have not been identified at this time; therefore, 

any potential significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts are 
unknown and cannot be appropriately analyzed with this 
document.  However, all projects which would impact biological 
resources or the MHPA would require subsequent environmental 
review including any proposed trail or recreational use within City- 
owned lands.  The City’s Environmental Analysis Section and 
MSCP staff would review projects for direct, indirect and/or 
cumulative impacts and for consistency with Section 1.5.2 “Public 
Access, Trails and Recreation” within the MSCP Subarea Plan, as 
well as all applicable City regulations and policies.  Required 
mitigation could include, but would not be limited to, 
environmentally sensitive trail design, trial closures, education, and 
outreach. 

 
E-4 At the program level, a mitigation framework for future 

development is proposed.  Specific and project level potential 
impacts to wildlife corridors as a result of the implementation of a 
region-wide public transit system are unknown, and cannot be 
appropriately analyzed with this document.  However, all projects 
which would impact biological resources or the MHPA would 
require subsequent environmental review.
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E-5 No construction is proposed and no specific projects or actions 

have been identified with the Draft General Plan that would result 
in any direct or indirect physical change in the environment.   See 
response to comments E-3 and E-4. 

 
E-6 The referenced text is consistent with the Development Services 

Department’s  Significance Determination Thresholds (2007) for 
Biological Resources.  The PEIR has been revised to reflect the 
correct text.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E-7 The PEIR has been revised to omit reference to mitigation 

measures Bio1-Bio-9. 
 
E-8 As specific projects are submitted, the impacts would be analyzed 

at the project level; and appropriate mitigation measures in 
accordance with the ESL regulations, MSCP Subarea Plan, and the 
City’s Biology Guidelines would be required.  As discussed in the 
first paragraph describing mitigation measures under the 3.3.4 
Mitigation Framework heading, “These measures may be updated 
periodically in response to changes in federal and state laws, and 
new/improved scientific methods.”  
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E-9 The PEIR (Table 3.3-4) has been revised to be consistent with 

City’s Biology Guidelines, Upland Mitigation Ratios.   
 
E-10 For projects impacting sensitive biological resources, a project 

specific Biological Technical Report would be prepared which 
would address highly sensitive species and/or habitats not covered 
by the MSCP.  In accordance with the City Biology Guidelines 
Section II “Development Regulations” additional mitigation may 
be required.  Impacts to species not covered by the MSCP (e.g., 
Quino Checkerspot Butterfly) may also require state and federal 
permitting.  Prior to the issuance of any grading permits, the 
applicant would be required to demonstrate that all applicable state 
and federal permits have been obtained.  See response to comment 
E-8. 
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F-1 Comment noted.  This comment does not address the adequacy of 

the PEIR.  However, an edit to the General Plan is proposed as 
follows:  ME-B.9f   Address rail corridor safety in the design of 
development adjacent to or near railroad rights-of-way.  

 
The traffic safety and impacts of pedestrians and vehicles at rail 
crossings are studied at all crossings that are impacted by new 
development projects or by future roadway modifications within 
the City of San Diego.  If a development project significantly 
impacts a railroad crossing, mitigation measures would be 
required.
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G-1 The City has obtained the geospatial data for the well locations 

from the California Department of Conservation and has used the 
data to create a map showing well locations in the General Plan 
project area, as shown on PEIR Figure 3.5-1.  The City has 
addressed the idle wells and abandoned and plugged wells in the 
PEIR section 3.5.1, Existing Conditions, by including the 
following discussion: 
According to the State Department of Conservation's Division of 
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) database, 21 idle 
wells and 12 plugged and abandoned oil or gas wells have been 
identified with the Draft General Plan planning area as shown in 
Figure 3.5-1. The DOGGR also maintains a list and maps oil and 
gas wells on their website. The state defines an idle well as a well 
that has not produced oil and/or gas or has not been used for fluid 
injection for six consecutive months during the last five years. 
Plugged and abandoned wells are wells that have ceased oil or gas 
production and have been sealed with a concert plug. 
The City has addressed the idle wells and abandoned and plugged 
wells in the PEIR section 3.5.3, Impact Analysis, by including the 
following discussion: 
Development pursuant to implementation of the Draft General 
Plan could occur on sites with idle, plugged, and abandoned wells.  
In accordance with state requirements, any new development on 
sites idle, plugged and abandoned wells will necessitate the clean 
up and/or remediation of the property in accordance with 
applicable state requirements and regulations.  This may require 
that the wells be plug or re-plug wells to current state 
specifications.  The state can order the reabandonment of 
previously plugged and abandoned wells when construction over 
or in the proximity of wells could result in a hazard (Section 
3208.1 of the Public Resources Code).  If abandonment or 
reabandonment is necessary, the cost of operations is the 
responsibility of the owner of the property upon which the 
development will be located.  If development over an abandoned 
well is unavoidable, an adequate gas venting system 
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should be placed over the well.  If any plugged and abandoned or 
unrecorded wells are damaged or uncovered during excavation or 
grading, remedial plugging operations may be required.  If such 
damage or discovery occurs, the state Department of 
Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources 
(DOGGR) must be contacted to obtain information on the 
requirements for and approval to perform remedial operations.  

 
G-2 To ensure proper review of development projects, DOGGR has 

published an informational packet entitled, "Construction Project 
Site Review and Well Abandonment Procedure" that outlines the 
information a development applicant must submit to the DOGGR 
for the review of projects on sites or in close proximity to sites 
containing plugged and abandoned wells.  No construction will be 
permitted to occur at such locations until the City can verify that 
DOGGR has reviewed and cleared the development project.  Based 
on continued oversight by the DOGGR for development on sites or 
in the proximity of sites with plugged and abandoned wells, no 
significant impacts are anticipated with this issue. 
 

 


